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Sightseeing Tour 

 (the group of departing individual tourists is gathered in Moscow) 

“The Three Capitals of Russia” 

9 days / 8 nights 

 

Day 1  

 Arrival at the airport in Moscow 

 Transfer to the hotel and check-in (after 14.00). Leisure time. 

  

Day 2  

 Breakfast at the hotel. 

 Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing 

program. 

 Sightseeing tour through Moscow. 

 Lunch at a restaurant. 

 Walking tour in the Moscow Kremlin. 

 Walking tour in the Red Square and Aleksandrovsky Garden. 

 Return to the hotel. Leisure time. 

  

Day 3  

 Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing 

program. 

 Tour to the Vodka Museum and a tasting session in the Izmailovo Kremlin. 

 Visit to the Izmailovo fine arts exhibition.  

 Lunch at a restaurant. 

 Tour to the Tretyakov Gallery. 

 Dinner at a restaurant. 

 Arrival at Kazansky railway station of Moscow. Departure for Kazan. 

 Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing 

program. 

 
Moscow   Kazan (~12 hours) 

  

Day 4  

 Arrival at the railway station of Kazan. Meeting the tour guide. 

 Breakfast at a restaurant. 

 Sightseeing bus tour “Legends and Mysteries of the Millennium-Old Kazan”.  

 Lunch at a restaurant with a folklore entertainment program. 
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 Walking tour in the Kazan Kremlin - “The White-Stone Fortress”. 

 Walking tour in the pedestrian Bauman Street – “The Arbat of Kazan”.   

Ascend to the sky deck of Grand Hotel Kazan. Observation of Kazan form 

100-meter height. 

 Check-in at a hotel. Leisure time. 

EXTRA  National-style dinner and an interactive program “Rich Landlord’s House” 

(1.5 hour). 

  

Day 5  

 Breakfast at the hotel.  

 Check-out. Meeting at the hotel lobby. Departure for the sightseeing 

program. 

 Lunch at a restaurant and a master class “Secrets of the Tatar Cuisine”.  

 Sightseeing tour “The Conqueror’s Citadel” to the Island Town of Sviyazhsk.   

 Attending the fine arts gallery where you will see panoramas of various 

period of the history of Sviyazhsk and Biblical scenes borrowed from 

churches of Sviyazhsk (entrance fee shall be paid on your own) or a leisure 

time.  

 Departure to Kazan.  

 Dinner at a restaurant. 

 Visit to a national Tatar cuisine supermarket “Bahetle”. 

 Tasting session with vodka in the factory store of “Arysh Maye” 

 Night city tour “The Lights of Kazan” 

 Transfer to the airport. 

  

Day 6 
Kazan  Saint-Petersburg (~2 hours 10 minutes) 

 Departure for Saint-Petersburg 

 Arrival at the airport of Saint-Petersburg 

 Breakfast at a restaurant. 

 Sightseeing tour. 

 Lunch at a restaurant. 

 Check-in to a hotel. Leisure time. 
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EXTRA Night city tour, bridge raising (3 часа) 

  

Day 7  

 Breakfast at the hotel. 

 Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Departure for the program. 

 Peterhof. Lower Park.   

 Lunch at a restaurant. 

 Tsarskoye Selo and the Catherine Palace. 

 Return to the hotel. Leisure time. 

  

Day 8  

 Breakfast at the hotel. 

 Check-out. Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Departure for the 

sightseeing program. 

 Lunch at a restaurant 

 Hermitage. Main building 

 Dinner at a restaurant. 

 Transfer to Moskovsky railway station of Saint-Petersburg. 

 
Saint-Petersburg  Moscow (~4 hours) 

 Arrival at Leningradsky railway station in Moscow. 

 Check-in at a hotel. 

  

Day 9  

 Breakfast at the hotel. 

 Check-out. 

 Meeting the guide at the hotel lobby. Transfer to the airport of Moscow. 
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Hotel accomodation 

Dates City Hotel Web-site 

21.07-23.07.18 

18.08-20.08.18 

08.09-10.09.18 

Moscow Holiday Inn 

Lesnaya 4* 

www.moscow-hi.ru/lesnaya/ 

24.07-25.07.18 

21.08-22.08.18 

11.09-12.09.18 

Kazan Bilyar Palace 

4* 

www.bilyar-hotel.ru 

26.07-28.07.18 

23.08-25.08.18 

13.09-15.09.18 

St. Petersburg Azimut 4* en.azimuthotels.com/Russia/azimut-hotel-

saint-petersburg 

28.07-29.07.18 

25.08-26.08.18 

15.09-16.09.18 

Москва 4*  

 

Shuttle schedule airport - hotel for 1st tour day 

Dates City Airport Time 

21.07.18 

18.08.18 

08.09.18 

Moscow SVO 12:00 

17:00 

19:00 

23:00 

21.07.18 

18.08.18 

08.09.18 

Moscow DME 17:00 

21:00 

21.07.18 

18.08.18 

08.09.18 

Moscow VKO 18:30 
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The price of the sightseeing tour includes: 

- Meals at restaurants included in the program 

- Entrance fee for museums or other sights included in the program 

- Accommodation in 4* hotels 

- Individual radio guides 

- Tour leader’s services 

- Excursion and transportation services during the program 

- Air and railway tickets within the sightseeing tour 
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